Abstract-The main general purpose of this research is the automatic construction of rule-based expert system in diagnosis domain based on an expert system tool and a multi-intelligent agent system. The first goal is used an expert system tool (shell) which is called Diagnosis Domain Tool for Rule-based Expert System (DDTRES) [1] . The second goal is used a multi-intelligent agent architecture for knowledge extraction to elicit knowledge from its resources (domain experts, text documents, databases) for automatic construction of a knowledge base. That means, instead of using traditional methods for knowledge base construction, we used automatic way for that job. In order to achieve second objective, the following agents have been used: The Expert Mining Intelligent Agent (EMIA), The Text Mining Intelligent Agent (TMIA) [2] , and The Multi-Intelligent Agent for Knowledge Discovery in Database (MIAKDD) [3] . We are aim to produce an effective final knowledge base by cooperation between EMIA, TMIA, and MIAKDD approaches and integrated with the diagnosis domain tool (DDTRES) to produce a complete rule-based expert system in diagnosis domain. We applied the captured rule-based expert system on heart diseases diagnosis, we found system performance is between a good and a very good range.
I. INTRODUCTION
The basic characteristic that distinguishes our time today is the use of a computer system, which is one of the most essential indicators to point out the status of development in the life of society where intervention computers began in all areas of life such as administration, industry, trade, and other fields. In recent years, a new direction is beginning to build intelligent systems that depend essentially on the concept of Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI is sometimes referred to machine intelligence that is concerned with devising computer programs to make computer more intelligent. To reach this objective, we have two approaches; the first one include constructing the intelligent system in a method that is totally different from the way followed by a human. The second approach involve constructing a mechanisms and techniques similar to that applied by a human domain expert to solve complex problems. Expert system is one of the most common application of AI. It is a computer program that simulates the judgment and behavior of human domain expert or organization that has expert knowledge and experience in a specific particular field. Typically, such a system includes knowledge base containing accumulated experience and a set of rules for applying the knowledge base to each particular situation that is described to the program [4] .
The other components of an expert system as well as the knowledge base are a user interface and inference engine. The process of acquiring knowledge from human experts and constructing a knowledge base in a particular domain is called knowledge engineering [5] . Fox defines knowledge engineering as ''the engineering discipline that involves integrating knowledge into computer systems in order to solve complex problems normally requiring a high level of human expertise'' [6] .
The expert system tool is the software that is used for constructing expert systems. There are three software categories tools for development expert system: AI programming languages, expert system shells, and knowledge engineering languages [7] . In this research area, we focus on using a diagnosis domain tool (shell) for building rule-based expert system and constructing of its knowledge base by using a multi-intelligent agent system approach.
Human domain experts, natural language text documents, and databases are the main resources of knowledge for constructing expert systems. The extraction of that knowledge using classical methods is the bottleneck for building those systems. An expert system works on knowledge base that includes the problem solving knowledge eliciting from the above three resource. To represent knowledge base in knowledge-based system there are many method (production rules, frames, Bayesian networks, etc. The extraction of knowledge directly from domain experts, text documents, and databases allows for elicitation of knowledge easily and without intervention of knowledge engineers. The main idea of this research is eliciting interesting as well as vital knowledge from domain experts, text documents, and databases based on a multiintelligent agent system. Intelligent agents or software intelligent agents are software entities that run a sequence of action on behalf of a human or another agent independently [8] . A MultiIntelligent Agent (MIA) is a collection of autonomous agents that interact with each other or their environments to perform one or more goals [9] [10] [11] . Recently, the use of intelligent agents have been applied in different applications such as intelligent agent user interface, independent agents, information recovery, and knowledge discovery and data mining. Multi-agent systems are a suitable solution to manage the dynamics and complexity of hybrid systems. A hybrid system is a system that uses combinations of artificial intelligence techniques [12] . Intelligent agents can be classified into two different categories: resident and mobile. Resident agents stay in the computer or system and perform their tasks there. Mobile agents can travel autonomously through different system architectures and platforms to fulfill their jobs [13] [14] . In this research paper, we used a multi-intelligent agent architecture as a resident agents system.
In this paper, we will discuss the results of the previous three research papers and how they are combined to produce a complete rule-based expert system in diagnosis domain. We have captured the tool for construction rule-based expert system which is called DDTRES [1] , as well as three knowledge bases were resulted from three systems: the EMIA, the TMIA [2] , and the MIAKDD [3] using the production rules knowledge representation scheme to represent these knowledge bases. The verification and validation of a knowledge base in the expert system are important steps to ensure the quality of the rule-based expert system. The success of the expert system depends on the quality of knowledge in that knowledge base [15] [16] [17] . In the proposed system, the validation and verification (evaluation) for each knowledge base has been discussed in two previous research papers [2] [3] . In the rest sections of the paper, we will discuss the final knowledge base, the knowledge base consistency and completeness, the complete rule-based expert system, and finally the system evaluation using heart diseases diagnosis.
II. THE FINAL KNOWLEADGE BASE
The above three knowledge bases which result from using the multi-intelligent agent must be combine to produce the final knowledge base that will be used with DDTRES to capture complete rule-based expert system in specific diagnosis domain.
After the combination process of the knowledge bases, the final knowledge base should be used an uniform production rules representation to avoid inconsistency of knowledge as in figure (1) which illustrates the combination process and the uniform production rules representation.
The uniform production rules representation means collected all the contents of the knowledge bases in the final knowledge base using one form of production rules style. For example, the form of production rules in the EMIA's knowledge base is different from the form of the production rules produced by the MIAKDD's knowledge base.
When the uniform knowledge representation in the final knowledge base has been completed, or has at least at a sufficiently high level of accuracy, it is ready to be used. The completeness and consistency of the final knowledge base are the responsibilities of the combination process procedure. A complete and consistent knowledge base ensures that the expert system correctly represents the extracted knowledge from its resources, but does not involve that the system will produce correct results.
III. KNOWLEDGE BASE COMPLETENESS
The knowledge base completeness means that it is possible to reach all conclusions that can be drawn by the inference engine without any deficiency in its knowledge [18] [19] . In the EMIA system, we produced an effective knowledge base through an interactive the system with more than one domain experts to guarantee the capture of a variety of knowledge from these different experts. The TMIA system produced the efficient and complete knowledge base because it deals with different text documents to extract knowledge under supervision of the domain expert.
The variety of knowledge comes also from the variety of resources for that knowledge (domain experts, text documents, and database ). In this way, we can obtain a complete knowledge for each knowledge base. The final knowledge base is already complete because it is results from the combination of the three completed knowledge bases.
IV. KOWLEDGE BASE CONSISTANCY
A consistent knowledge base means that it is free of conflicting and redundant production rules. The conflicting rules mean that they will succeed in the same situation, but have contracting in conclusions. There are two types of redundancy: syntactic redundancy and semantic redundancy. In the syntactic redundancy, the rules have identical situations and identical conclusions, while in the semantic redundancy the rules have situations or conclusions with different syntax, but the meaning is same [19] [20] .
In the proposed system, the consistency of production rules for each knowledge base is the responsibility of the domain expert during the modification process procedures for each resource of knowledge, but the consistency of final knowledge base is responsibility of combination process procedure.
The consistency of the final knowledge base means that there is no conflicting between the newly added knowledge and the existing knowledge in the final knowledge base. For example in the proposed architecture, if the EMIA extracts a production rule for a specific situation from the domain expert and the TMIA extracts the same situation from text documents, this situation should be deleted by the combination process procedure when all knowledge bases combine in one final knowledge base. In this way, we guarantee there is no conflict between added new knowledge and saved knowledge in the final knowledge base.
V. COMPLETE RULE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM
When the constructing of knowledge base is the bottleneck of the rule-based expert system building. Therefore, the used multi-intelligent agent system focuses on constructing of knowledge base. In other words, the main task of the multi-agent architecture is to build the final knowledge base in rule-based expert system in diagnosis domain. The other components of rule-based expert system such as user interface, the inference engine, and explanation facility are constructed by the expert system tool (DDTRES) as in figure (2) which illustrates the combination between the expert system tool (DDTRES) and the final knowledge base which results from the multi-intelligent agent architecture. Now we captured the complete rule-based expert which can produce advices in the specific diagnosis domain (depend on the contents of the final knowledge base) such as medical diagnosis domain (back pain diseases, heart diseases…etc) or non-medical diagnosis domain (organic chemical, inorganic chemical… etc). The user interacts with the system through a user interface. In order to produce advice by the system, it displays symptoms as questions, the user answers for that questions by YES or NO, if the certain symptom appears or not as shown in figure (3-a) that illustrate an example for heart disease diagnosis.
In the end, depending on the user's answer, the name of the situation posted up on the screen as shown in figure(3-b) which illustrate the advice (conclusion) produced by the rule-based expert system. The system work like this: the system display first symptom (the symptom that has most frequent in all situations in working memory) if it has the positive answer then will keep only situations that have this symptom and eliminate all situations that don't have this symptom from working memory and vice-versa.
Then, display the second symptom (the symptom that has next most frequency for all situations in working memory) if it has positive or negative answer then will keep or eliminate the situations that have or don't have this symptom. Repeat this procedure until the system arrived at a particular situation (conclusion). 
VI. RULE-BASED EXPERT EVALUATION
The evaluation process of an expert system is performed in two steps: verification and validation. Verification refers to building the system right, while validation refers to building the right system [21] . Validation and verification are fundamental steps in all systems development to ensure the quality of these systems [20] . Many expert systems were validated, verified, and tested using case studies, the results of which were conducted by the knowledge engineer [22] [23] . These processes involve reading and testing the knowledge base looking for semantic and syntactic errors and searching for incompatible between the output of the expert system and the expertise. This leads to being time consuming, error prone, program debugging, and does not guarantee finding all lacks in the knowledge base especially for large systems [19] .
The heart diseases diagnosis domain has been used in the complete rule-based expert system as a case study. To evaluate the captured rule-based expert system must be achieved the verification and validation processes. In the verification process, it is determined the possible errors in the system and ensure that system achieved as proposed or the system implements its specifications correctly. This process can be accomplished by carry out the system many times. The result produced by the system was verified by domain experts. In the verification phase, the captured expert system was tested and verified by three domain experts in the above domain field. We selected three heart diseases as test cases and displayed the symptoms of these cases to the expert system and the domain experts independently. Both of them reached the same recommendations in three tested cases. It is also by tracing the execution of those tested cases, we found the system is working properly.
The second step of the evaluation process is the system validation which includes methodology validation by the domain experts or live testing, or prove the consultation that produced by the system with an acceptable level of precision. The validation process in the captured expert system was conducted by three domain experts. We were asked them for carrying out the captured system and full a validation form by evaluation marks which reflects their opinion with the system's performance. The validation form consists of the following criteria: friendliness of the end-user interface and clarity of the questions, completeness of the knowledge base, correctness of the system recommendations, benefit of the system results, and educational relevance [21] [24] . The evaluation marks for the above criteria are qualitative grades (unacceptable, acceptable, good, very good and excellent) based on the confidence of the domain experts with the above criteria and the system's performance. Table 1 illustrates the evaluation mark scores after convert them to quantitative grades (Unacceptable=0, Acceptable=10, Good=20, Very good=30, Excellent=40). 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this research paper, we have captured a rule-based expert system in a diagnosis domain which results from a combination of two systems. In the first one, we used expert system tool (shell) in a diagnosis domain which is called DDTRES. In the second system, we used a multiintelligent agent for constructing a final knowledge base automatically in a specific diagnosis domain. The automatic knowledge acquisition approaches can reduce the required time for constructing of the knowledge base. That means, instead of using traditional methods to extract knowledge we can use the multi-intelligent agent system for that job automatically with minimum time and cost. The complete rule-based expert system has been evaluated to prove the system performance using case study tests by the domain experts based on a set of criteria. The result of that evaluation is between a good and a very good range. That means, the performance of the system gives correct, effect, and reliable recommendations which are similar to the domain experts' recommendations under same conditions.
Finally in this paper, we produced a rule-based expert system automatically without intervention of the knowledge engineer in a specific diagnosis domain. Furthermore, we discussed a general model for automatic constructing of rule-based expert system based on the expert system shell and the resident multi-intelligent agent system. 
